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The Land of the MUSCos: Multi-Utility Service
Companies project, or LotM for short, is based on
three observations of current infrastructure operation:
(1) governance based on unmanaged growing demand
is both inefficient and unsustainable; (2) current
design and operation do not integrate the end-users,
in terms of their crucial role in selecting and using
technological options, and the variety of their wants
and behaviours; and (3) separate and parallel delivery
of different infrastructure streams prohibits the
development of potential joint solutions, or even
substitutions, between infrastructure systems. These
characteristics of current infrastructure & utilities act
as obstacles to technical innovation and longer term
sustainability.

The central aim of the project is to address all three of
these challenges simultaneously through the study
and modelling of alternative operation configurations,
which must be: centred on the end-user and their
demand for services; concerned with implementing
resource efficiency improvements; and take into
account multiple utility streams simultaneously.

The project consists of three principal work packages:
the first focuses on the end-user demand for services
(rather than individual infrastructures); the second
investigates the governance landscape and changes in
operation models; and the third combines the
knowledge gained in both into a socio-technical model
where scenarios of potential alternatives can be
examined.

Based on the project’s findings, recommendations for
industry actors and policy makers will be put forward
for public endorsement in a “MUSCos Charter.”

Introduction
The goal of this briefing note is to describe the Land of
the MUSCos project and its background so that
newcomers to the project can understand both its
scope and limitations. We first describe general
challenges in current infrastructure operation as the
context of the project. Next we outline the project
goals and structure. We then discuss known challenges
to the implementation of efficient technologies,
present existing proposals for overcoming these
challenges based on “performance economy” or
“product-to-services” ideas. We end with a short
terminology section, since most of the terms we use
have multiple (and often contradictory) uses.

Current infrastructure: the challenge
Infrastructure is a means to an end: it is built,
maintained and expanded in order to enable the
functioning of society. In turn, however, the technical
building blocks of infrastructure and its geographic
layout determine, to quite a large extent, the level and
composition of a society’s resource demand, leading to
long term locking in of certain types of resource
dependency and uses [1]. Perhaps more surprisingly,
physical infrastructure also shapes the institutional and
social organisation of a society, through a historical
process of change and evolution described as “co-
evolution” [2]. This implies that changing infrastructure
operation necessarily involves larger social and
institutional shifts as well as technical improvements.

The present form of infrastructure operation consists of
separate supply systems provisioning unconstrained
demand (Figure 1): the demand is viewed
unquestioningly as the “needs” of society which
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infrastructure must, somehow, reliably supply. This
mode of operation has served industrialized societies
quite well so far. However, defining the mission
infrastructure as the blind supply of a growing demand
is risky and ultimately unsustainable. Unlimited growth
in demand means unlimited pressures on ecosystems
and natural resources; at a time when we are already
well beyond our planetary safe operating space [3].
From the perspective of societal resilience and security
of supply, a system which understands and manages
demand is much more secure than one of unlimited
dependence on external, most often imported, inputs
[4, 5].

Figure 1: Current infrastructure operation, showing separate utility
streams.

Moreover, the incremental expansion of each ageing
infrastructure component requires larger and larger
marginal costs. Whereas utilities in the US once
promoted electricity-hungry appliances in order to
expand their market [6], some of them have now
turned to demand management as the most profitable
strategy, since it enables them to durably avoid large
capital investments, and satisfy their clients with their
present assets (for example Pacific Gas & Electric in
California).

In short, the present infrastructure service delivery,
characterized by separate supply streams for
uncontrolled demand, is uneconomical, inefficient,
inequitable and ultimately unsustainable. The demand
of end-users is met by different actors, without the
interface to understand where these demands arise or
how they can be met more efficiently and cost-
effectively. Infrastructure development is made in the
absence of adaptive demand management and the

understanding of the inter-linkages between services
occurring at the end-user level. What kinds of
alternatives can be identified and implemented?

Project goal and structure
The principal goal of the LotM project is to investigate
the potential for a change in infrastructure operation
away from supply of unmanaged demand and towards
resource-efficient service delivery. Innovatively, this will
be done for multiple infrastructure streams; through a
range of possible alternative configurations we have
termed “Multi-Utility Service Companies”, or MUSCos
(Figure 2). The service focus along with the
consideration of multiple infrastructure streams will
enable us to look for potential substitutions between
infrastructure streams for delivery of the same service
(or combination of services).

Figure 2: Mutli-Utility Service Company (MUSCo) configuration,
enabling coordination between utility streams, and the most
effective use of appliances.

Since MUSCos, as we have defined them, based on a
business model profiting from efficient service delivery,
do not yet exist, we have designed our research
strategy to learn and build knowledge from real partial
examples. This is in order to avoid a purely speculative
or utopian project, which might be of theoretical
interest, but would not have relevance in terms of
applicability.

The project is thus structured along 4 work packages.

WP1 is concerned with the interface between the end
user and infrastructure supply, and therefore focuses
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on the demand for generic services. The objectives here
are

 to survey relevant (efficient & cost-effective)
technologies (and alternative modes of operation
of existing technologies) which are not currently
being implemented as broadly as they could;

 to identify the services which these technologies
would help fulfil (these services may be different
for different categories of end-users), and thus the
most promising combination of infrastructures,
technologies, services and end-users for the project
(and future MUSCos) to focus on;

 to develop quantifiable measures for service-based
agreements, so their delivery can be monitored;

 to consider the pros and cons of different service-
based relationships at the end-user level;

 and to contribute this knowledge to the socio-
technical model (WP3) and overall project
conclusions, including the “MUSCo charter”.

WP2 focuses on the governance aspects of
infrastructure operation and service delivery: the
existing configuration of actors and the potential for
new configurations and relationships. In order to
achieve this, the objectives are:

 to identify the most important actors in service
provision and their relationships;

 to investigate examples of successful (and failed)
attempts to modify the status quo towards more
efficient service delivery integrating the end user;

 to synthesize the information gained for the
purpose of the model (WP3) and overall project
conclusions, including the “MUSCo charter”.

WP3 will design and build an integrated socio-technical
model enabling us to test the conditions for MUSCo
emergence and success. The objectives of the
modelling component are:

 to develop the model based on inputs from WP1-2,
tracking both environmental and economic
outcomes;

 to validate the model, using examples from WP1-2
as test cases;

 to develop and test scenarios of possible or
promising changes for the emergence of new actors
(MUSCos) or configurations.

WP4 ensures the engagement and communication with
stakeholders, experts and the public, including the
assessment of the conclusions of each WP and the
project as a whole, and the development of a “MUSCo
charter.” The MUSCo charter will be a document
encapsulating the findings of the project, which will
consist of guidelines and practical steps to move away
from the status quo towards more efficient,
sustainable, service-based infrastructure operation.

In the next sections, we provide more context regarding
the challenges and possibilities of efficiency and
service-based transactions.

Obstacles to efficiency
Technically, a large demand for resources is often a
symptom of systemic inefficiencies, since modern
technologies in almost every domain enable the same
standard of service delivery at drastically lowered
consumption levels [7]. According to the IEA [8], “The
potential cost-effective savings from improvements in
heating, cooling, ventilation and hot water in the

Figure 3: Structure of the project in 4 work packages.
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building sector, which accounts for approximately 40%
of all energy use, are at least 20 EJ per year by 2030. Yet
evidence suggests that a significant proportion of
energy efficiency improvement potential is not
realised.” The UK Low Carbon Transition Plan [9]
depends heavily on the widespread implementation of
efficiency measures, for instance in buildings and
appliances. Many of these measures are already cost-
effective over the short-medium terms, especially with
rising fuel prices, but due to a variety of market
barriers, they are not being adopted at the necessary
rate.

Indeed, since the 1970s, spurred by the oil crisis,
research on energy use has demonstrated huge

potential for efficient “win-win” technological
improvements that would result in joint energy and
cost saving [10]. This type of joint economic and
technology analysis is now commonplace when
considering carbon mitigation options (abatement cost
curves, or MAC curves) [11], and has been applied to

water [12] and other resource streams measures such
as waste reduction [13].

When such studies are conducted, what is surprising is
not just the existence of many diverse win-win, or “no
regrets,” efficient technologies, but the magnitude of
the macro-economic costs that their adoption would
save. This in turn begs the question: if such cost-saving
technologies exist, why are they not being
implemented as part of the business-as-usual incentives
of market economies? Even if existing actors don’t
immediately grasp the benefits of new technologies,
surely new successful enterprises could be established
on the basis of these large cost savings. However, no
matter the resource stream, application or bundle of

technologies under consideration, the adoption of
many win-win solutions always lags far behind their
estimated potential.

The conundrum of the “efficiency gap,” as it came to be
known, has occupied researchers since the mid-1990s,

Figure 4: Carbon cost abatement curve, showing cost per ton abated on the vertical axis, and potential for total abatement on the
horizontal axis. The technical measures on the left, below the horizontal axis, are cost-negative (i.e. profitable). From McKinsey’s 2010
report, “Impact of the financial crisis on carbon economics.”
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especially Jaffe and colleagues [14-16]. They identified
many valid, rational causes for the energy efficiency
gap: causes that can be understood in terms of normal
economic and business theory. In short, these
comprise:

 Lack of information. Although perfect
information on the part of all actors is assumed
in many market theories, in reality, gathering
information is itself a costly and uncertain
activity.

 Actor relationships where the actor investing in
the efficient technology would not be the same
as the one benefiting from the cost savings
(broadly known under the rubric of Principal-
Agent or Landlord-Tenant problem).

 Uncertainty about future energy (or other
resource) prices. This impacts directly on the
potential of cost recovery of an efficiency
investment.

 Financing of new technology. Often, high
performance technologies require large upfront
investments, and their financing must therefore
compete with other investment opportunities,
with larger or faster rates of return.

 Qualitative attributes of technologies beyond the
efficiency performance: not substituting like-for-
like, or requiring new modes of operation, with
consequences for personnel training, or
consumer habits.

 Heterogeneity of users and uses. Although the
new technology may be cost-effective on
average, not everyone is average.

In economic terms, information gaps and the Principal-
Agent problem are defined as “market barriers,”
whereas the others are (rather unimaginatively) known
as “non-market barriers.” Taken together, they define a
complex configuration of factors which must, together
or singly, be assessed and addressed when putting
forward solutions based on technical efficiency and
macro-economic cost savings – at least for these
solutions to be viable in reality.

For this project to address the challenge of
mainstreaming end-user integration and demand
management in everyday infrastructure operation, we

need to take into account the full complexity of the
system, especially the reasons why cost-beneficial
technically efficient solutions are not often adopted
and implemented. This is why we will focus on
technologies which are recognized to lead to more
efficient service delivery, and consider them in
combination with each other and novel forms of actor
relationships.

The service perspective
In the last decade, researchers from the fields of
Industrial Ecology and Sustainable Consumption &
Production have put forward proposals aiming to
circumvent or resolve many of the barriers to efficiency
described above, gathered under the title of
“performance economy” or “functional economy.” For
a broader discussion, please see the work of Walter
Stahel [17], a pioneer in this area, and the review
article by Steinberger et al 2009 [18]. In this section, we
will describe two ideas, one at the product level, the
other at the energy infrastructure level.

These ideas require a fundamental shift: away from
selling products or metered quantities of energy, and
towards selling “services”: which can be defined as the
ultimate goal of the product or energy purchase. At the
product level, the term “Product Service System” is
often used to describe new commercial arrangements
where a service is sold rather than a product [19]. A
typical example would be a car-sharing service, as
opposed to traditional car ownership. Beyond the raw
materials saved by sharing one car between several
users, the high level of maintenance and variety of
models lead to higher efficiency at each use: no need to
use a station wagon for a single person trip. Famous
examples include Xerox copy machines, Michelin truck
tires and Rolls Royce turbines. Generally, product
service systems are based on leasing arrangements,
where the user defines the level and type of service
they will require, and the seller then proposes
technically appropriate solutions. By allowing freedom
from traditional ownership models, the lifetime of
consumer products can be extended, the leased
products taken back for remanufacturing at the most
optimal time, and higher levels of efficiency along the
supply and use chain can be achieved.
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At the energy infrastructure level, Energy Service
Companies, or ESCos, serve their customers by
guaranteeing durably lower energy bills [20]. ESCos can
take many forms (public, private, part of traditional
utility companies, or completely separate), but by
definition their profits must be made mostly through
the energy savings of their customers. ESCos thus have
an incentive structure opposite to that of traditional
energy supply companies: they benefit from the
lowered energy use of their clients, rather than from
their increased consumption (see Figure 5 for a
schematic comparison). The ESCo business model thus
relies on more than a simple meter for electricity or
gas: the basis of the energy contract is no longer the
volume of consumption, but a guaranteed provision of
energy service provided at a lower level of energy
consumption.

Several studies have investigated the international
diffusion [21] and the market potential of ESCos [22], as
well as the European situation and diversity of contract
types [23, 24] under the leadership of Paolo Bertoldi at
the European Joint Research Centre Institute for
Energy. The role of ESCos in the UK has been surveyed
[25], with particular emphasis on the residential sector
[26]. All of the studies agree on the beneficial nature of
ESCo operation for the implementation of energy &
cost-efficient technologies. However, they also agree
on the huge obstacles to mainstreaming the ESCo
business model, from regulation to lack of information
and training to risk sharing and so on. Again, these
obstacles must be realistically taken into account in our
project: rather than focussing on an “ESCo-like”

solution for multiple utilities, we prefer to broaden our
horizons, and look for more flexible configurations
which enable cost-effective service delivery.
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